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I
n the brain neurons form extensively
intermingled projections and synap-
tic interactions between them. To
achieve proper neural connectivity,
interactions between sections belonging
to the same neuron are avoided. However,
how can a cell tell, when it encounters
another neuronal projection, whether it
is part of the same cell? In other words,
how do neurons become self-aware?
Work of the last several years has revealed
a complex system of self-recognition that
involves expression of variable and
cell-speciﬁc sets of cell-surface proteins
(1). These sets constitute unique
“barcodes” for each neuron and serve as
molecular readouts of cell identity so
that cells can distinguish between “self”
and “non-self.” In PNAS, Monahan
et al. (2) present data that provide
insights into the molecular process by
which otherwise identical cells can
express unique “barcodes” of membrane
proteins. Their results point to a role of
large-scale chromatin architecture in
setting and maintaining stochastic and
cell-speciﬁc expression patterns of
cell-surface proteins.
Neurons express protocadherins, which
are part of the larger family of calcium-
dependent cell adhesion molecules (3).
Cells express variable sets of proto-
cadherin proteins, and each set deﬁnes
an individual neuron by serving as
a molecular recognition barcode that is
used to differentiate between itself and
other cells (4). Given that any part of
the brain contains large numbers of neu-
rons, the number of unique combinations
of protocadherins a cell can potentially
express must be similarly large. In
mouse more than 50 protocadherin
isoforms are expressed from three
complex gene clusters, the protocadherin
α, β, and γ clusters (5). Each of the
clusters expresses a number of variants.
When this is combined with the fact
that each variant is monoallelically
expressed, the number of possible unique
combinations of expressed protocadherin
protein sets is estimated to be up to
3 million (2).
Expression of variants from the proto-
cadherin α complex is being studied in
detail. The cluster is composed of a set of
14 variable ﬁrst exons, each of which
contains its own promoter (Fig. 1). The
variable exons are spliced to a set of
three constant exons to form a unique
variant (5). Expression of a given variant
is therefore determined by the activity of
its promoter and speciﬁc splicing of that
exon to the downstream constant exons
with removal of all intervening variable
exons (6). Further, two enhancers, located
near the 3′ end and downstream of the
cluster (HS7 and HS5-1, respectively),
drive expression of the cluster in neurons
(7). Previous work has shown that the
HS5-1 enhancer and each of the pro-
moters of the variable exons bind the
CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) protein
(8, 9). CTCF is involved in a number of
processes related to gene regulation and
that all seem to involve long-range
looping interactions between regulatory
elements such as enhancers and pro-
moters (10). When analyzed by chromatin
immunoprecipitation it seems that in
whole-brain samples all promoters of
the variable exons bind CTCF. Further,
CTCF binding to the variable exon pro-
moters depends at least in part on tran-
scription of the exons, because binding is
reduced in nonexpressing liver cells.
Interestingly, the distal HS5-1 enhancer
is required for strong binding of CTCF
to variable exons 6–12, pointing to long-
range communication between the
downstream enhancers and the variable
exon promoters.
The previous work hinted at roles for
CTCF and long-range phenomena in
regulating expression of the protocadherin
α cluster but did not provide clues for
how cells decide to pick any variable
exon for expression from a given allele.
The work by Monahan et al. (2) starts to
shed light on this stochastic process. The
authors present three important results
that suggest that CTCF and the cohesin
complex are involved in selective expres-
sion of variable exons. First, analysis of
two mouse neuroblastoma cell lines
(CAD and N2A) shows that CTCF is only
bound to the subset of variable exons
that are expressed in these cell lines and
also to HS5-1. Thus, the original results
obtained with whole-brain tissue that
showed that CTCF associates with all
variable exons reﬂect the average of
a highly diverse population, in which each
cell expresses different variable exons,
and in those cells only the corresponding
promoters associate with CTCF (Fig. 1).
The present results obtained in the
clonal cell lines suggest that once a cell
has picked a particular variable exon for
expression and CTCF binding, it can
somehow maintain this choice even
through mitosis.
Second, the authors ﬁnd that the
cohesin complex colocalizes with CTCF
at the variable exon promoters and the
HS5-1 enhancer and is also involved in
protocadherin α regulation. Cohesin was
originally identiﬁed as a complex mediat-
ing interactions between sister chromatids,
but more recently it has become clear
that cohesin also has important other
roles in long-range gene regulation (10).
Previous work has shown that cohesin
and CTCF colocalize on chromatin and
act together, for example, as insulator-
like elements in reporter assays (11).
Interestingly, Monahan et al. (2) ﬁnd that
although all CTCF-bound sites also bind
cohesin, the reverse is not always true:
cohesin associates with HS7 and Pcdhαc2
(a ubiquitously expressed variable exon)
in the absence of CTCF. Cohesin has
been found to act independently of CTCF
before [e.g., with the Mediator complex
(12)]. Further, Monahan et al. provide
evidence that cohesin and CTCF have
overlapping but distinct roles in regulation
of protocadherin α expression. Knocking
down CTCF resulted in reduced expres-
sion of most variable exons, whereas
knocking down Rad21 (a subunit of co-
hesin) led to reduced expression of only
the most 3′ part of the locus containing
the last variable exon (Pcdhα12) and the
two ubiquitously expressed exons, Pcdhαc1
and Pcdhαc2. Thus, regulation of the
Fig. 1. Stochastic and monoallelic expression of
different protocadherin α variants. The paternal
and maternal alleles of the protocadherin α cluster
are shown. On each allele the HS5-1 enhancer
touches only one stochastically chosen variant
exon promoter. The expressed promoters and
HS5-1 bind CTCF and cohesin, which may mediate
long-range promoter–enhancer interactions.
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cluster involves CTCF, cohesin, two
enhancers, and complex interplay
between them.
The third intriguing observation is that
both CTCF and cohesin cobind pairs of
sites at each of the variable exon pro-
moters and at HS5-1. The complexes
bind the previously identiﬁed conserved
sequence element located approximately
200 bp upstream of the translation start
site, as well as a second site located
within the exon. The two sites are sepa-
rated by a very similar distance, approxi-
mately 500 bp, at all variable exons and
HS5-1. The functional signiﬁcance of the
occurrence of paired sites at all these
elements is currently unknown. Recently,
it was shown that intragenic CTCF-
bound sites can affect splicing (13).
Thus, it is tempting to speculate that the
paired sites of CTCF and cohesin are
somehow related to the two processes
that are involved in expression of the
variable exons: stochastic long-range
activation of the promoter and alternative
splicing to the constant exon. However,
paired sites are not observed in the
other protocadherin clusters (Pcdhβ
and Pcdhγ).
Together, the present observations
point to a role for CTCF and cohesin-
mediated long-range interactions
between the two enhancers (HS5-1
and HS7) and the variable exon promoters







in stochastic expression of the proto-
cadherin α cluster (Fig. 1). In one highly
speculative model, the enhancers may pick
a single variable exon by a random looping
event. Subsequently, this promoter will
acquire or maintain stable binding by
CTCF and cohesin, whereas the other
promoters will not. Alternatively, another
yet to be deﬁned stochastic event could
determine CTCF and cohesin binding to
any of the variable exons. As a result only
the CTCF/cohesin-bound promoter can be
activated through communication with
the distal CTCF/cohesin-bound enhancers.
In both models DNA methylation may
be involved in inhibiting CTCF binding to
the remaining promoters. Future studies
with clonal cell populations aimed at DNA
methylation mapping, as well assessment
of chromatin looping [e.g., by 3C (14)]
will be important to more directly relate
promoter selection to local chromatin
structure and long-range 3D chromosome
architecture.
Regulation of the expression of the
protocadherin clusters provides an
important model for the study of the
mechanisms that cells use to generate
cell-to-cell variability in gene expression.
Other examples involve the stochastic
selection and expression of single odorant
receptors in individual olfactory neurons
(15) and the complex cell-speciﬁc alter-
native splicing of the DSCAM gene in
Drosophila (16). Could variable and
cell-speciﬁc 3D arrangement of chromatin
be a common determinant in stochastic
and monoallelic gene expression through-
out the genome?
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